DESIGN & INTERIORS

The bigger

PICTURE
Planning and designing is the most
creative part of any home renovation
project, but only if it allows you to fully
express yourself, says Gloria Sanchez

I

f you’re giving some serious thought to hiring a design
professional - ensuring that they have a detailed
understanding of your lifestyle parameters, needs and
aspirations is key. From there - the seeds can be sown to
develop a comprehensive client profile so the planning and
design phase of your home project can begin in earnest.
Spatial relationships are an essential part of creating that
perfect home environment. As floor plans start to take shape,
you can strive for consistency, uniformity, and proportion in
scoping out individual living spaces.
At Tailored Living Interiors, that design journey begins
by spending time with individual clients to gain a detailed
understanding of their requirements. Only then do we move
on to studying the space itself. Layout can ultimately make
or break an interior scheme. It’s from the early exploratory
stage of the process that a successful end result is determined.
In order to reach that point - we address the following key
aspects of the space in question:
Accurate plans to scale
Office - even when we’re given plans by a third party, we
always check measurements. These plans form the essential
foundations of spatial planning.
Home - don’t worry if you can’t apply any of the CAD
drawing programmes available, you have the advantage in
having the actual room to play with. Instead create paper cut
outs to mimic the real furniture size. Don’t forget to consider
furniture heights too.
Zoning
This essentially means separating areas according to their
functionality. This is particularly important when working
with larger rooms or open plan living spaces.
Office - depending on a client’s particular lifestyle, we
can create different ‘sub-spaces’ which cater to different
applications/activities. For example, the kitchen is often
viewed as the hub of the house - a place to spend time with the

family, entertain, dine and socialise. In our preparatory plans
- we mark circles over these areas and create what is called a
‘bubble plan’ taking into account those multiple functions.
Home - you can also carry out this exercise on a piece of paper.
It’s vital to think of rooms in terms of specific usage. This will
help you to make decisions such as how to group furniture,
how to layer your lighting, and select feature accents.
Traffic Flow
After looking at the usage of a given space - it’s important to
look at how people will actually navigate their way through
that area.
Office - we draw all natural circulation routes, visualise
different scenarios and pin point how people will move from
room to room. This especially influences decisions on how
furniture is arranged.
Home - in the case of kitchen space, it’s important to mark
out the ‘kitchen triangle’ - the imaginary lines joining the
refrigerator, the sink and the cooker. No major ‘traffic path’
should go through this area. In addition, it’s important not to
overlook how your doors will open into a room be it from a
left-hand or right-hand opening.
Ergonomics
Perception of space is based purely upon individual body
dimensions.
Office - a client’s height will influence decisions such as the
height of bathroom sinks, positioning of mirrors, kitchen
islands and bar stools.
Home - think ahead as to what ‘feels right’ for you, and
also ensure that the items of furniture that you select are in
keeping with your surroundings.
In summary, investing time during the planning stage,
anticipating ‘liveability’ needs and ensuring that the layout
fully accommodates furniture, fixtures and fittings, will
ultimately deliver an interior that you will love and enjoy
every day.
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